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BSFIC'S "AKIIER CHINI" (Sugar from Sugarcane) and its Health tips:
# Sugar mill produces country's sugar by planting sugarcane in our own native land.

* 100% halal, natural and hygienic sugar, free from harmful chemicals.

* Calcium, Potassium, Iron, Magnesium, enriched with Vitamins and other nutrients and has
wonderful taste, suitable and healthy for baby.

* Sugar is much sweeter compared to other sugar.
* Sugar is produced completely by specialized machine in an attractive packet.

* One packet of Cane sugar is known as 'A Packet of healthy life'.

Cane Sugar is "Natural"
Has no chemical

Sugar is full of sweet
`Should understand it is pure and native -

We love "Cane sugar"
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Brings smile on the face of thousands of
children.

ifr Yes, BSFIC'S Sugar has come to show smile on the face of all, like Cane sugar and love
Cane sugar.

* Love Bangladesh with new spirit and go ahead to know and use " AKHER CHINI" in your
daily life.

Use native product, Save foreign currency, Contribute to agro- based economy.
Produced and Campaigned by:

Bangladesh Sugar and Food Industries Corporation
Chinishilpa Bhaban, 3 Dilkusha C/A, Dhaka-1000.

